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Abstract: In this  paper, He's  variational iteration method (VIM) is  used to analyze the deflection of

polys ilicon diaphragm of Micro Electro Mechanical Sys tems  (MEMS) capacitive mic ro phone. The

res idual s tresses  in the material used to make th e  d iaphragm change the vibrational characteris tics  of

the microphone diaphragm and consequently influence the microphone’s  firs t resonant frequency,

cutoff frequency and sens itivity.The mos t success ful devices  use polys ilicon as  a diaphragm material,

b e cause of its  res idual s tress  is  controllable by high temperature annealing after ion implanta t io n  b y

boron or phosphorous . Externa l a c o u s t ic  force causes  to deflect the diaphragm of the s tructure and

VIM  is  a  powerful analytical method to predict the s tructural behavior and the microphone

performance. Comparison of this  new method with the previous  app roximate solution [1], is  applied

to assure us  about the accuracy of solution.
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INTRODUCTION

Microphones  are transducers  that c o n v e rt  acoustic energy into electrical energy. The microphones  are

widely used in voice communicat io n s , h e a ring aids , noise, and vibration control (Ma and Man, 2002). The

s ilicon microphones  have been based on the piezoelectric, piezores is tive and capacitive principles  Ying, (1998).

The capacitive microphones  have been s tudied by many re s e a rc h e rs  because of their superior performances ,

e.g. high sens itivities , low power consumption , fla t  fre q u ency responses  in wide bandwidth, low noise level,

s tability and reliability Hsu et al., 1998. T h e re are mainly two branches  in capacitive microphones  - condenser

microphone and electret microphones . Electret microphones  cons is t of an elect re t  ma t e ria l, which can s tore a

permanent charge, eliminating the need for external DC bias ing. Disadvantages  of mos t electret microphones

are the poor retention of electret charges , imposs ible to electrically regenerate any charges  los t after their initial

s torage on the capacitor and incompatibility with IC p ro cess  (Zou and Tan, 1998). Condenser microphones

cons is t of a variable gap capacitor. To operate, su c h microphones  need to be biased with a DC voltage (to

form a surface charge) (Pappalardo and Caronti, 2002a; 2002b). The conden s e r mic ro phone has  demons trated

the highes t achievable sens itivity and very low noise level.Diffe rent types  of materials  can be used for the

fabrication of a diaphragm: s ilicon nitride, annealed polys ilicon after ion implantation, polyamide,

monocrys taline s ilicon, and so forth. The res idual s tresses  in these films  range from 110 MPa for s ilicon nitride

thin films  depos ited by the plasma enh a n c e d  c h e mical vapor depos ition (PECVD) method to 20 MPa for high

temperature annealed polys ilicon thin film depos ited by the low pressure chemical vapor depos ition method

(LPCVD) and ion implanted with phosphorous  Chowdhury, (2002a). Fo r the maximal acous tical sens itivity it

is  important to use low s tress  material as  a bending membrane (diaph ra g m). In  a micromechanical component

the area is  inevitably small, one or two square millime t ers . W ith the use of low-s tress  material, the bending

membrane can be made very flexible Rusanen, (1998). Polys ilicon is  an alternative thin film fo r mic ro phone

diaphragm, which can be doped to make it electrically conductive. In general, as-depos ited LPCVD poly s ilicon

thin films  on s ilicon wa fe rs  show large res idual s tress  (about 100 MPa), which makes  less  interes ting for

microphones  for which h ig h  me c h a nical sens itivity is  required. High-temperature annealing of a low-pressure

chemical vapor depos ition (LPCVD) of poly s ilicon thin film that is  ion implanted wit h  p hosphorous  can

confine the res idual s tress  to as  low as  20 MPa. Thus , low-s tress  poly  s ilic o n  is  a common choice for the

diaphragm material Chowdhury, (2002b). The high-sensitivity microphone for the proposed acous tical sensor

is  the  c a p a c it iv e  t ype and can be fabricated as  a s ingle s tructure us ing MEMS technology. The microphone
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is  to be fabricat e d  u s in g  a  d ia p h ragm, an air gap and a back plate with acous tical ports , as  shown in Fig. 1.

W hen biased oppos itely, the diaphragm and the back plate cons titute an air core parallel plate capacitor. W hen

the acous tical wave s trikes  on the diaphragm, it causes  the diaphragm to vibrate; accordingly that changes  the

capacitance due to changing air gap. The capacitance change causes  a time varying current.

Fig. 1: Schematic description of a miniature condenser microphone with flat diaphragm

Nomenclature& Greek symbols

LPCVD......low pressure chemical vapor deposition ë ………. Lagrangian .…… factor …

PECVD… plasma enhanced chemical vapor L …...…………….… linear operator

deposition N ……...…..…… nonlinear operator

MEMS………… micro electro mechanical system g ( t) …..…...…. inhomogeneous term

VIM……..……………. varational iteration method ó …. residual stress of the diaphragm

W  …………………..…… .. diaphragm deflection v ……….…....……… Poisson’s ratio

D ……………………...……….flexural rigidity t ……………… diaphragm thickness

T ……………… …… tensile force per unit length E ……Young ’s modulus of elasticity

�  ……………….…………….. laplacian operator a ………………… diaphragm width2

re s�  ………………………….……………..� (� ) f  ……...… first resonant frequency4 2 2

t… … … … … … … … … … …..............time ô ………………………………time

Many essential parameters  obtained by partial differential equations  which rose in real-world phys ical

problems. Diaphragm deflection in MEMS capacitive microphone was  one of them wh ic h  es timated by

approximate solution of related partial equation (Hsu et al., 1998). The solution of t h e s e  e lectromagnetic field

problems are often too  c o mp licated to be solved exactly. So many approaches  are inves tigated to solve these

problems. Recently, a new variational iteratio n  method (VIM) is  proposed by He (1998a; 1998b; 2000; 2006).

VIM has  many merits  over class ical approximate techniques  which can solve nonlinear equations  eas ily and

accurately. This  method is  based on the use of Lagrange multipliers  fo r id e n t ification of optimal values  of

parameters  in a functional and cause a rapid convergent sequence is  produced. The variational iteration method

is  suitable for finding the approximation of the solution without discretization of the problem (Ta t a ri and

Dehghan, 2006) and has  recently  b e e n  applied to various  engineering problems (Bildik and Konuralp, 2006;

Momani and Abuasad, 2006; Odibat and Momani, 2006; Ganji and M ia n s a ri,  2008; Ganji et al., 2007; Ganji

et al., 2007). In this  paper, we use VIM to cons ider diaphragm d e flection of MEMS capacitive microphone.

The res t of this  paper is  org a n ized  a s  follows: section 2 explains  related partial differential equation which

deflection parameters  are obtained from it. Section 3 describes  the details  of the proposed method. Sections

4 will a n alyze method to es timate diaphragm deflection behavior. Section 5 shows the s imulation results .

Finally, conclus ions  are presented in Section 6.

Deflection of Diaphragm in Differential Form:

The performance of th e  mic ro p h o ne depends  on the s ize, s tress  and deflection of the diaphragm. The

diaphragm deflection W can be approximated by the following differential equation (Hsu et al., 1998):

(2-1)

W here D, T are the flexural rigidity, tens ile force per unit length, a n d  ñ is  d e n s it y  (mass  per unit area of the
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diaphragm), respect iv e ly . �  Is  laplacian operator and �  indicate to � (� ). For the firs t fundamental mode2 4 2 2

(clamped edge rectangular plate as  g iv e n  in  fig u re 1), we can assume the deflection of the square diaphragm

is  (Hsu et al., 1998):

(2-2)

W h e re  a  is  the diaphragm width. Subs titution of Eq. (2-2) into Eq. (2-1) yields  the firs t resonant frequency

for the diaphragm, (Hsu et al., 1998).

(2-3)

Basic Idea of Variational Iteration Method (VIM):

To clarify the bas ic ideas  of He’s  VIM, we cons ider the following differential equation:

L(U)+N(U)= g(x,t) (3-1)

W here L is  a linear operator, N a nonlinear operator and g (t )  an inhomogeneous  term. According to VIM,

we can write down a correction functional as  follows:

(3-2)

W here ë is  a general Lagrangian multiplier (He, 1999; 1998a; 1998b; 2000; 2006a; 2006b), which can be

identified optimally via the variational t h e o ry (He, 2006). The subscript n indicates  the nth approximation, and

    is  cons idered as  a res tricted variation (He, 2006), i.e .        =  0. Therefore, we firs t determine the Lagrange

n  +  1multiplier ë that will be identified optimally via integration by parts . The success ive approximat io n s  U  ( x ,

t); n � 0 of the solution U (x  ,  t)  will be readily obtained upon us ing the obtained Lagrange multiplier and

0 0by us ing any selective function U . The zeroth approximation U  may be selected by any function that jus tifies

at leas t two of the prescribed boundary conditions . W ith ë determined, then several approximations  Un (x ,t);n

� 0 follow immediately. Consequently, the exact solution may be obtained by us ing 

Applications:

W e will es timate diaphragm deflection us ing solving Eq. (2-1) with three conditions :

Eq. (2-1), when (D �  0)

Eq. (2-1), when (T �  0)

Eq. (2-1), general equation, (D �T � 0)

Case s tudy 1, (D = 0)

The diaphragm compliance and diaphragm deflection depend on its  flexural rigidity~D,  a n d  tens ion, T .

The flexural rigidity of the diaphragm is  given by:

(4-1)

W here E Young’s  modulus  of elas ticity, t is  the diaphragm thickn e s s  and v is  Poisson’s  ratio. W e want to

analyze diaphragm deflection ideally, when: E �  0 � D � . 0

Eq.(2-1) when D �0 convert to 

(4-2)
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In order to solve Eq. (4-2) by VIM, we cons truct a functional, as  Follow:

(4-3)

Its  s tationary conditions  can be obtained as  follows: '

(4-4)

The Lagrangian multipliers  can therefore be identified as : 

(4-5)

As  a result, we obtain the following iteration Formula:

(4-6)

That with n =0 we have:

(4-7)

W e s tart with arbitrary an initial approximation that satisfies  the initial conditions :

(4-8)

Subs tituting Eq. (4-8) into Eq. (4-7) and after some s implifications , we have:

(4-9)

2 3In the same way we obtain W (x, y, ô)  and W  (x, y, ô ) as :

(4-10)

And:

         (4-11)

Case s tudy 2, (T = 0)

T h e  t e n s ion, T, is  determined by the res idual s tress  of the diaphragm material, ó and t, is  the dia p h ra g m

thickness  which satis fy:

T=ó t         (4-12)

W e want to inves tigate diaphragm deflection ideally, when: ó�0�T�0.

W hile T �0, Eq. (2-1) will convert to:

         (4-13)
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As (4-3) to solve Eq. (4-13) by VIM, we cons truct a functional, as  Follow:

        (4-14)

Using Eq. (4-4) and Eq. (4-5) we have:

        (4-15)

That with n=0  we Have:

        (4-16)

W e use arbitrary an initial approximation that satis fies  the initia l conditions  as  (4-8). Subs tituting Eq. (4-8) into

Eq. (4-16) and summarize it, we have:

        (4-17)

2 3In the same way we obtain W  (x,y,ô) and W  (x,y,ô) as :

        (4-18)

And:

        (4-19)

Case s tudy 3, (D � T �0 ):

Es timation of diaphragm deflection at this  practical subs trates  we have: (D � T �0 ).

As  discussed, for General equation we have

        (4-20)

In order to solve Eq. (4-20) us ing VIM, we cons truct a functional, as  Follow

        (4-21)

Using Eq. (4-4) and Eq. (4-5), we obtain the following iteration Formula:

        (4-22)

That with n=0  we have:

        (4-23)

W e use arbitrary an initial approximation that satis fies  the initial conditions  as  (4-8).

Subs tituting Eq. (4-9) into Eq. (4-34) and summarize it, we have 

        (4-24)
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2 3In the same way we obtain W  (x,y,ô) and W  (x,y,ô) as  follows

            (4-25)

And finally for W3 we have

            (4-26)

Simulation Result:

In order to comparison Diaphragm deflection W which obtaine d  b y  VIM  with three conditions  with exact

solution in (2-2), we have numerical examples  in 2D .for each three described equations  we have three

examples  which made by y = 0.1, y = 1, y= 10. In order to comparison exact so lu t io n  with VIM, magnitude

of  exponential  function  in  (2-2)  cons idered  one,             . In  all  examp le s  we  have some cons tant

parameters : a=0.1ñ=2,ô=0.5

Simulation 2d Dimensional (D �  0):

The Fig. 1 shows comp a ris o n between the exact solution results  and VIM, analys is  of Diaphragm

deflection over x axis  whereT = 100,A= - 1×1010

Fig. 1: Comparison between the exact solution and VIM results  when D �  0.

a=0.1,ñ=2,ô=0.5, T=100,A=-1×1010
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Simulation 2d Dimensional (T �  0):

The Fig.2 shows comparison between the exact solution results  and VIM, analys is  of Diaphragm deflection

over x axis  where D = 1, A = - 2.2×1013

Fig. 2: Comparison between the exact solution and VIM results  whenT �  0.

a=0.1, ñ= 2, ô = 0.5, D=1, A = - 2.2×1013

Simulation 2D dimensional (General equation):

The Fig. 3 shows comparison between the exact solution results  and VIM, analys is  of Dia p h ra g m

deflection over x axis  at in D = 1,T = 100, A= - 4.3 ×10 .13
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Fig. 3: Comparison between the exact solution and VIM results  when D�T�0  

a  = 0.1, ñ = 2, ô = 0.5, D = 1,T = 100,A= -4.3×1013

Conclusions:

In this  paper, we have obtained diaphragm deflection of MEMS capacitive microphone in firs t fundamental

mode us ing He’s  variational iteration method (VIM). By this  method a rapid convergent sequence is  produced.

The results  show that this  me t h o d  provides  excellent approximations  to the solution of related equation to

diaphragm deflection with high accura c y  a n d  impress ion of influenced parameter in diaphragm deflection will

be more sens ible. Finally, it has  been attempted to show the capa b ilit ie s  and facile applications  of He’s

variational iteration method in comparison with the exact solution (Hsu e t  a l . ,  1998). Results  show a good

agreement between the results .
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